
ACCESSORIES

CB500F

Is reliability supposed 
to be boring?
It’s not rare to find CB500 proudly boasting more than 300,000 kms (more than 186,000 

miles), but the long-time favourite of the couriers and the driving school is much more 

than a workhorse. Started in France in 1996, the CB500 Cup spread across Europe 

quickly and helped young talents such as Sebastien Charpentier or James Toseland to 

make a name by themselves, on a budget.
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SEAT COWL
08F76-MJW-J00ZF

Custom shaped, colour-matching rear Seat Cowl 
that replaces the standard passenger seat for a 
sportier look.

WHEEL STRIPES KIT 
08F72-MKP-J40ZD / 08F72-MKP-J40ZE / 08F72-MKP-J40ZG /  
08F72-MKP-J40ZH / 08F72-MKP-J40ZJ

Enhance the sportiness of the CB500F with this easy 
to apply stripes kit. One kit per wheel is needed.
5 colours available: 
• Lemon Ice Yellow (shown) 08F72-MKP-J40ZD
• Indi Grey Metallic 08F72-MKP-J40ZE
• Pearl Metalloid White 08F72-MKP-J40ZG
• Mat Crypton Silver 08F72-MKP-J40ZH
• Seal Silver Metallic 08F72-MKP-J40ZJ

TANK PAD
08P61-KYJ-800

This Carbon fiber effect looking Tank Pad helps 
in protecting the paintwork from scratches and 
rubbing.

DESIGN

ACCESSORIES PACKS

COMFORT
08HME-MKP-CF22

Smoke Wind Screen •

Grip Heaters and Attachments •

12V Socket •
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12V ACCESSORY SOCKET
08U70-MJW-J00

Power or charge electrical equipment using this 
convenient 12V Socket (Provides 2A).

GRIP HEATERS
08ESY-MKP-GHF22

Extremely slim heated grips which provide 360° 
heat around the grips. Features integrated control 
for maximum rider comfort and design integration. 
Features 3-step variable heating levels, integrat-
ed circuit to protect the battery from draining and 
smart heat allocation that focuses on the area of 
the hands most sensitive to cold. Attachment and 
special heat-resistant glue available included.

TANK BAG
08ESY-MKP-TKB19

A simple and functional tank bag adapted to the 
shape of the motorcycle tank. Thanks to the specif-
ic attachment included, the stable mounting of the 
tank bag does not disturb the handling of the vehicle. 
Clear pocket on the top of the bag makes it possible 
for easy smart phone storage. Bag capacity is 3L 
and a rain cover is included.
Dimensions in mm (W x L x H): 178 x 285 x 130

35L TOP BOX KIT
08ESY-MKP-TB19

Kit including a 35L Top Box and all the compo-
nents needed to install it on the bike (rear carrier 
and base).
The Key system included in the kit allows to operate 
the Top Box with the motorcycle's same ignition key. 
Inner bag 08L09-MGS-D30 also included.

REAR SEAT BAG
08ESY-MKP-RRSEAT

Functional rear seat bag with a capacity of 15L 
expandable to 22L with a rain cover included. Easy 
to attach and perfectly stable thanks to the specific 
attachment included.

TOP BOX INNER BAG (35L)
08L09-MGS-D30

Black nylon bag with the silver Honda wing logo on 
the front pocket. Expandable from 15 to 25l. Front 
pocket can contain an a4-size file. Comes with 
adjustable shoulder belt and carrying handle.

WIND SCREEN KIT (SMOKE)
08R70-MKP-D40

The smoked wind screen improves the overall 
comfort of the bike by protecting the rider against 
adverse weather conditions and deflecting travel-
ling air around the rider's shoulders. Furthermore, it 
enhances the appearance of the motorcycle.

COMFORT

LUGGAGE

MAIN STAND
08M70-MKP-J40

For more secure parking on variable ground sur-
faces. Facilitates bike cleaning and rear wheel 
maintenance.

MAINTENANCE
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